
                                                                 

  SPAINSPAIN



● Madrid: Spain's capital city is 
known for the royal palace and 
the Prado museum which is on 
the most important fine arts 
museums in the world. There are  
some of the greatest paintings 
of European artists are 
displayed. Plaza de Cibeles with 
its fabulous fountain is another 
one of the main landmarks of 
the city.

MADRID

https://www.needpix.com/photo/902201/madrid-monument-puerta-de-alcala-architecture-spain-door-tourism-madrid-center-spain-madrid
https://www.needpix.com/photo/1111053/madrid-spain-city-building-architecture-church-sunset-journey-showplace
https://www.maxpixel.net/Madrid-Square-Bronze-Statue-Spain-Tourism-4595904
https://www.piqsels.com/en/public-domain-photo-ozswo
https://www.wallpaperflare.com/almudena-cathedral-madrid-architecture-spain-church-facade-wallpaper-ecbxa
https://www.pxfuel.com/en/search?q=city+of+madrid
https://www.needpix.com/photo/85577/madrid-city-skyline-spain-building-skyscraper-architecture-metropole-city-centre
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=l-S7TBFCIiE


The population 
of Spain is 
about 48 
million people 



 CLIMATE

The climate in Spain is 
temperate. Summers 
are hot and dry and 
winters are cold and 
mild. 



 BORDERS
Spain borders 

France and 

Portugal. Spain 

also occupies 

most of the 

Iberian 

Peninsula. 

https://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/File:1864_Mitchell_Map_of_France,_Spain_and_Portugal_-_Geographicus_-_SpainFrance-mitchell-1864.jpg
https://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/File:1864_Mitchell_Map_of_France,_Spain_and_Portugal_-_Geographicus_-_SpainFrance-mitchell-1864.jpg


                 
Geographica
l Features 

Mountain Teide
(Altitude 4000 
meters) 

River Evros
(Area 320 
kilometers) 



       Spanish 
Sights The Sagrada Familia is 

one of the most Roman 
Catholic churches.The 
architect was Antoni 
Gaudi.The project was 
built in 1822 but 
because the architect 
died the project 
continued slowly due to 
the Spanish Civil War.Sagrada 

Familia



                      
Tradiotional food

Tortillas are thin pies wich are 
eaten with mince,vegetables and 
hot spices. You can eat them for 
breakfast lunch and 
diner.Tortillas in Spain are sold 
even on the beach. 

Churros are the so-called dough 
worms. It is a traditional 
dessert with sugar and 
cinnamon. When you order hot 
chocolate in Spain, there will 
always be Churros next to it.



CUSTOMS AND 
TRADITIONS

La Tomatina is a festival that is held in the 
Valencian town of Bunol,in the east of spain 
30 kilometers from the Mediterranean, in 
which participants throw tomatoes and get 
involved in a tomato fight purely for 
entertainment purposes.

https://www.pxfuel.com/en/search?q=Waning


                        FAMOUS PEOPLE
   Antoni Gaudi              Pablo Picasso Antoni Gaudi      Pablo Picasso 



Pablo Picasso was one of the most famous painters in 
the world. He was born on October 28, 1881 in Spain 
but because of his profession he lived in France.
Two of his best works were also  guernica and the 
woman crying .
 

Αntoni Gaudi was born on June 25 in 1852 and died 
on June 10 1926.He was a Catalan architect from 
Spain known as the greatest exponent of Catalan 
modernism.His most famouS building was Sagrada 
Familia.



   EVE
  Panagiotakopoulou

 In this presentation you learnt 
new things about Spain that you 
may not have known and 
enriched your vocabulary as 
well.

Thanks for watching!

       Yours Sincerely


